
Not an earth-like world and with only a limited 
environment and ecosystem, as a planet it wasn’t 
much to look at. But ‘M’ class worlds had turned out 
to be rare and difficult to find. After generations of 
travel, their position had quickly becoming untenable, 
and hard decisions had to be made. While not a 
paradise, Aplha Ceti III could be terraformed to be 
comfortable with a little ingenuity. The ark ship was 
split and the colony founded. 

They had thought that Alpha Ceti III was their new home.

Place a marker on the 5 different tracks on 
the spot marked by a black triangle: 

By Layne Huber | Art by Andrew Wall

1 to 6 Players | 30-60 Minutes | Ages 12+

Setup

Components Needed

The colony prospered, and terraforming began to take 
root, when a robot miner drilled into an old calcified 
aquifer, searching for resources. What it found 
instead was the blight.

All efforts at containment quickly proved futile. The 
colony and its outposts were overrun, and thousands 
died. A last outpost was established on the far side 
of the globe with the goal of constructing a final 
generational ark to escape once more into the abyss.

Note: The Blight track doesn’t require a 
marker, as you will be marking each space 
with an X at the end of each round.

• Food

• Morale

• Population

• Dice Actions

• Power Reserve

• 1 Printed colony sheet for each player

• Pencil or Pen for each player

•  5 Six-sided Dice (shared)

•  5 markers for each player for tracking economy, 
available dice actions, and power reserves.
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The game is played over the course of (up to) 
fourteen rounds. 

Each round allocate dice to build new colony 
structures, make new areas of your colony accessible 
and research new technologies to keep your colonists 
fed, morale high, and your worker population 
growing, while always working towards building your 
spaceport.

While escape is essential, ignoring your colony’s 

Building colony structures require a combination of single dice, two dice combined, 
power, and in certain cases, food. 

• Allocate one die to check o! a die icon under 
the structure (Common Ore). The value of the die 
used must match the icon checked off.

• For dice icons and diamond icons with an 
asterisk, any value will work. However rare ore 
with an asterisk still require two dice to be used.

• Allocate two dice to check o! a diamond icon 
(Rare Ore) under the structure. The sum value of 
the two dice used must be a match to the value in 
the diamond. Important: Before you can check off 
any diamonds, you must first have researched the 
Rare Ore Extraction technology.

At the start of each round, roll the five dice to create 
the dice pool, and place them in the middle of the 
table where all players can see them easily. At the 
start of the game, each player can only use three 
of the five dice, as indicated by the Dice Actions 
track.

Each round, players allocate dice to a) build new 
colony structures, b) research new technologies, or 
c) bulldoze an area to provide access to new colony 
structure options. 

The dice pool is shared between all players. Used dice 
are not removed from the dice pool, rather players 
use the rolled value on the die to check off a icon on 
their player sheet. A player can use any single die only 
once per round. Multiple players can use the same 
dice.

Goal of the Game

Start of the Round:

Allocate Dice & Resources to Build Colony Structures

Roll the Dice Pool

economy will result in a weakened work force, and 
undermine your efforts to evacuate the planet.

The game ends when either a) the Blight reaches your 
outpost when you mark off the last hex on the Blight 
track, or b) when one of the players launches their 
ark ship by completing their spaceport, in which case 
the game ends at the end of that round. 

The player with the most points at the end of the 
game wins.

Note: You can expand how many of the dice you 
can use during a round by improving your worker 
population or by building the Medical Centre.
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• Ag Domes increase your total food production each 
round by one. Check off one of the four food icons 
to the left of the word ‘Food’ immediately. (This will 
remind you how much food you produce each round 
when adjusting the food track.)

•  Residences are required to house your population. 
(Calculated at the end of the round.)

• PWR (ie. Power Stations) provide an immediate 
amount of power one single time. (Move your 
marker up the power reserve track immediately.)

•  Med Center allows you to allocate one more die 
per turn (You cannot use more than 5 dice on any 
given round.) This allows you to use one more die 
immediately.

• Entertainment Center gains you 1 morale per 
round. (Calculated at the end of the round when 
adjusting morale.)

•  Nursery gives you +1 population when double 3s or 
double 6s are rolled at the start of the round.

•  Ore Smelter allows you to increase the value of one 
die once a round up or down by one.

•  Laboratory gives you +1 research when 
researching.

• Spaceport gives you +10 points, and triggers the 
end of the game at the end of the current round. If 
built, you’ve succesfully escaped the Blight!

•  Ship Modules (Power, Common Ore, Rare Ore, Food) 
give you additional points at the end of the game 
ONLY IF you successfully built the Spaceport. If 
you failed to build the spaceport by the end of the 
game, the ship modules do not provide any points.

• If the structure has a power symbol in the top 
right, it also requires that much power from your 
power reserve. Check off the power icon above the 
structure, and move the marker left on the power 
reserve track. You cannot check off the power icon if 
you do not have power in your reserve.

• The Spaceport and Food module both require Food 
to be built. Food can be allocated by checking off a 
food icon below the structure and moving the food 
marker left on the food track.

A structure is considered complete when you have 
checked off all dice, diamond, and food icons 
underneath it, and any power requirement above it. 
You do not have to check off all the icons required to 
build the structure in a single round, but instead can 
spread it out as needed.

Once completed, your new colony structure provides a benefit:

Colony Structure Benefits

Completed
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Using Dice to Research

Using Dice to Bulldoze Access to a New Area

New technologies can give you a boost, while also 
gaining you VPs at the end of the game. 

At the start of the game, there are three blocked off 
areas in your colony, witht the entrance marked by a 
bulldozer icon and two dice icons. Structures in these 
areas cannot be built until the associated bulldoze 
action has been completed. By allocating dice to a 
bulldoze action, you clear the way to that area and 
can then build the contained colony structures. 

If at the end of the game all the colony structures in 
an area have been completed, score an additional 5 
VP.

Since this area has been 
unlocked, and has all the 
colony structures completed, 
you’ll score 5 points at the 
end of the game.

• Only doubles can be allocated as research. 

• The number on one of the die is the amount 
of checkboxes you can check off on any of the 
technologies.

• Your research can be split between multiple 
technologies or spent all on the same one.

• Once the last checkbox has been checked for a 
specific technology, you then gain the benefit 
immediately. Some provide a single time benefit, and 
some provide an ongoing benefit round to round.

• Points are scored for each completely research 
technology at the end of the game.
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Move the food marker right by the number of Ag 
Dome’s you have constructed in your colony. As your 
food level increases, your colony’s morale will begin 
to increase as well, as represented by the numbers 
under the track. However, if your food reserves drop 
too low, your colony’s morale will start to falter.

Once you’ve moved your food marker up, move you 
morale marker right or left by the amount indicated 
below the food marker.

The Morale marker is moved right by having good 
food reserves, (or Entertainment Centre if you have 
one) or moved left if your food reserves are low, or 
if you do not have enough residences to house your 
population. As your morale increases, your worker 
population will grow. However, if your morale drops 
too low, your worker population will begin to suffer. 

Move your population marker right or left by the 
amount indicated below the morale marker.

The population marker is moved right by having good 
morale (or by the Nursery) or moved left by having 
low morale. 

Important: Once your marker has hit the end of an 
track on either side, any effects that would have it 
move past the end of the track are ignored. 

Once all the players have allocated their allowed dice and have 
verbally confirmed that they are done, resolve the following phases:End of the Round

Number of Ag Domes constructed = Number of 
steps to the right.

1. Because the player has two ag domes, the food moves up by two. 
This then moves the morale track up by one.

2. Because the morale moved up by one by the food track, the 
population is now growing, and is moved up by one as well.

3. The population is now in the third section, due to the morale track. 
The player must have 2 residences to support the population or else 
lose 2 morale per residence missing, and then must move the food 
track down by two.

4. Due to passing the ‘+/- 1 Dice’ divider, the player moves up the 
token on his dice action track. Next round she will be able to use four 
dice instead of only 3.

Step 1: Resolve Economy

A) Calculate the Food Track

B) Calculate the Morale Track

C) Calculate the Population Track

• For each section of population, you are required to 
have a certain number of Residences built, as well 
as spend a certain amount of food by moving the 
food marker left on the food track.

• If you do not have enough residences, you must 
move your morale marker left by two points for 
each residence you are missing.

• Depending on how much population you have, you 
also gain or lose dice actions. If you move your 
population to past a divider with ‘+/- Dice’, you 
either gain access or lose access to another dice per 
round by moving your dice action marker to the left 
or right by one.
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The blight continues to spread across the planet. 
Mark an X on the next hex to the right to mark it’s 
approach. If you mark an X over a warning icon, 
resolve a disaster. If you mark off the final hex with 
the outpost icon      the game ends.

If you marked a hex with a warning icon with 
an X, all players must resolve the disaster. 
Roll one die, and compare the results to the 
Disasters chart in the bottom right of the 
player sheet. All players are effected by the 
same disaster.

Food is the base of your economy. You need it for 
your spaceport, you need it for your morale, and you 
need it for your population. First goal should always 
be to get your Ag Domes up and running.

Remember that you NEED to build your spaceport by 
the end of the game, or else you’ll be losing out on a 
chunk of points. Don’t forget to allocate dice to the 
spaceport’s construction. 

Remember that the game ends either when the blight 
reaches the outpost OR when someone completes 
their spaceport. Don’t be caught out by your opponent 
building their spaceport and leaving you behind!

Step 2: The Blight Spreads

Step 3: Resolve Disasters

The game ends either at the end of the round the blight reaches 
the outpost, or at the end of the round that one of the players has 
completed their spaceport.

Points are then counted based on:

• Whether the spaceport was built or not. (10VP)

• If any modules were built, ONLY if the spaceport was 
built. (5VP per module)

• Economy Levels for Food, Morale, and Population. 
(0VP, 2VP, or 5VP for each track)

•  Technologies Researched. (VP as listed on each 
technology)

•  Additional Colony Areas completed. (5VP for each 
area)

End of the Game

Strategy
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